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I. Introduction

lt has been noted that in the study of agrictllture the value of observa_
tions on weed ecology, as related to agriculttlre, is a vitalnecessity. Withh

recent years weed communitie? have received consideration as
objects of stud少

in the methods of phytosociology.(卜5)

In studying the structure of weed communities, one of the most important

problems to be investigated is the habitat segregation･ Weeds seem to grow

in apparent disorder on the wayside, vacant ground and in other places, but

when they are carefnlly surveyed it is clear that the habitat of each species･

is limited and governed by its environmental factors, even the slight differ-

ences
of which apparently serve to reveal the variations of the communities.

Animal ecologists irl Japan have recently considered the problem of
habitat segregation and have published their observations.(6-13)

Habitat segregation has also been consider･ed by some ecologists
in the study of plant communities, namely : NロMATA 1950a, b,(14-15)

1952(16)･ KIRA, 1952'17), etc･ However, as MoRI, 1952(ll'has pointed

de丘nitions of the concept of habitat segregation by these ecologists

seem to be identical.

engaged

SuzuEI,

out the,

does not

As a means of ecological analysis of the structure of weedぢOmmunities,.

the phenomena of habitat segregation are divided into
′two

types, as related

to the life form of plants and its growingfield･ One is ho甲OgeneOuS habitat

s-egregation and the other is heterogeneous habitat segregation. both
of which

are seen in a 丘eld at the same time, and the authors here have used the

termりhabitat segregation
''as including both types.

BATES 1935, '37, '38, '48(18‾21)
,
DAVIES 1938(22), yosEIoEA 1952(23), etc. have

giverl attention to the specialvegetation on footpaths, gateways, sidewalks,

cart･tracks and play･grounds all of which are trodden by feet and寸ehicles.

GupTA G･ PARMESEWAR 1933(21) researched experimentally on features of

development of the under･ground and the terrestrial plant･parts, according_

to the soilノdensity･ Soil hardness seems to play an important role in relation

* Supported in part'by a Graユt in Aid for Developmental Scienti丘c LResearch from

the Ministry of Education in 1953.
** Botanical lnstituteI Faculty of Science,

,Ⅲiroshima
University.
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to homogepeous韓or heterogeneous habitat segregation in the weeds of

cultivated丘eld andthos占of roadsides. Beyond doubt, it might be supposed

that the more the terrestrial parts of the weeds are trodden and crushed by

men and wheels, the harder the soil under t也es? crushed weeds becomes･

Therefore, to consider on the physical conditions of the soil should not be

neglected in this case.

Tbe anthors'purpose vas to investigate thoroughly the relation between

habitat segregation and soil hardness in vegetations developed under special

arti丘cial factors, alld primary attention was focused on the heterogeneous

habitat segregation of roadside vegetation including cultivated 丘elds. Since

the ‾sprir)g in'1951, the authors have made the investigations in Hiroshima,

in theL suburbs of Tokyb, and in Odawara. We used ′the soil h左rdneg岳:test占r

designed by Yamanaka, and the index of soil hardness as an indicator at

the localities investigated.

The authors'cordial thanks are due to Professor M. KITAGAWA Of Yoko.

血ama National University for his help and kindness.

1Ⅰ. Stlbject and淑ethod of lnvestigatiorL

(1) One of the investigations was performed at the footpath among

the farms on th占reclaimed land composed of granitic sandy soil at Takasu,

Hirosbima during the spring-winter seasons
of

1951, (2) the others at Oome,

Tokyo in the summer
of

1952 and (3) at Tomizu, Odawara in the same

season, soil of the former localit:y is composed of so-called Kanto loam,and

地at
of the latter is of a meadow soil (river-bed type)(25) originated fro†n the

river deposit.

To facilitate investigation, a footpath
■

with rather clear zonal vegetation

was selected, alld a certain roadway was divided into more than 10 belt

transects 0.ト1m in width at each spot of
1 meter's distance. Fnrtbermore,

quadrats of 0.ト1m2 were set on each traI】SeCt, in each of ∇bicb cover

degree and frequency of each species were carefully investigated with respect

to its growth stage and growth form (shoot form and root form)(26) as a part

ih life form of the weeds, furthermore` we examined the soil hardness榊, pH

and component of P205 and CaO### in bed soil of the vegetation..In another

case, moreover, we selected a large number of quadrats of 0.3-1 m2 at random,

and we investigated the relation between soil hardness and dominant species,

the cover degree of wbicb was more than 4.

* Details of this phenomenon wi一l be discussed in the near future.

**
The authors wish to express their gratitude to Technician K,

Na-tional lnstitnte of Agricultural Science for his Ilelpuful suggestiわns

ba一dness-tester.

YAMANAEA Of

in the use of soil

***
The

-authors
are also indebted to Prof.甘. YAGI of AgriculturalInstitute of Yoko･

血ama Nationalロniversity for help of providing a room and apparatus when tbevsoil

analyses were performed.
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( Soil hardness･tester has a spiral steel-spring. And conical body was

pushed straight into the grotlnd, and then the shrink of the spring showed

the soil hardness is､ shown by the degree
(うfPits shrinking which corresponds

to the indicated value of index from 0 to 40mm (intensity of spiral was 8

kg). The authors tried the examination five or more times in each quadrat

and the read index value will be connected
-to

theoretical value (this value

shows absolul:e soil hardness) by means of formula or nornograph.

When the results of these investigations were collated, the index of soil

hardness and its theoretical value were brought out.

ⅠII. Restllts of lmvestigation

l. Footpath in farm丘eld at Takasu, H]'roshima.

This region is reclaimed land wbicb was甲ade at the mouth of the Oota

river and composed of granitic, sandy soils. The血at･paths without gravel

are developed in all directions of the vegetable 丘elds or
rice･丘elds. Each

farm road is different from one another in the amount of tra氏c by men and

vehicles according to the road's position and width. The roads which are

used very frequently are barren, and vegetation is developed only on the

verges of the road. On other roads where two-wheeled vehicles are passing

frequently barren parts of these roads are seen only where the wheels have

passed. In such manners there appears several features of vegetation ac･

cor°ing to varying degree of arti丘cial factors. The 皿eaSurement Of soil

hardness was always done at the earliest 2 days
after rainfall, because there

is a close relationship between the soil hardness and soil moist:ure(27).# 1n

every case of footpaths where their width is of about 4.6m and tra缶c is of a

､medium
degree, there appears a distinct habitat sLegregation between growing

plants (Fig. 1). The center of the ioad甲here the divisions of vegetation C

and D (index of soil hardness榊23士2.1, 25士0･4) occur is domillated by Planiago

asiaiica i. and Jyncus ienuis WILLD., Tnfolium rebens L. ranking next.

Poa annua L･ had been dominant here from winter to spring, but disap-

peared in about the middle of May and since August E*agroslis ferruginea

BEA口Ⅴ. has been dominant. Dominant at the division of B and Eノ(index

18士1･4, 19±1･2) was Trifolium rebens L･ rpixedwith Hydrocoiylemariiima

HoNDA･ At the division F (index 12士1･3) which occ叩ies the edge of the

road, Erigeron canadcnsis L. and E. sumairens3.S RETZ. are dominant,
and

following therm are such plants as Trifolium rePens L., Polygonum longiseium

DE BRUYN and Gnaphaliu?i aBine D･ DoN, etC･ At the division A (index

9士1.4) is planted Phaseoh4S Vulgar3's L. and here are found the so･called

*
But relative value of soil hardness is not so variable in soil which has aーmoisture

of 5-45%.
qF* In the following parts of this paper

"
index of soil hardrleSS

”

is refered to. as
``

indexち'･
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Fig. 1. Structure of the vegetation at a footpath composed of granitic sandy soil at

Takasu, Hirosbima. Diagram showing average cover degree obtained from the 10

quadrats in each division.

℃ultivated-land weeds : Cyberus Zria L., Mollugo verlidlZaia L., Acalybha

DuSiralis L. and Ceniibeda minima AL. BR. et AscE., etC.

Tbe results of chemical analysis bf soils taken at each part sboⅥ7S Slight

differences between one another. Generally speaking the pH value is rather

lo甲and it seems possibly more acidulous than in the cultivated丘elds (Table

1). The fact that division C shows a lower index than division D, in spite

of the similarity of their vegetation, may be caused by the presence of too

much soil･moistur･e at the time oトinvestigation.I

2. Footpath in tbe丘eld at Oome, Tokyo.

As a typical representative area in this reglOn covered with the so･called

Eanto loam, some footpaths at Oome, Tokyo were investigated by the authors

in August of 1952. For example,
we investigated the weed vegetation on a

footpath 2.5m in widthbetween thefields of tpomaea Baiaias LAM.land als16

thefield of Z9omaea Baiaias- LAM. proper (Fig. 2). The center of the path

(index 34士0.5) is
almost bare

.and
on both sides of the path,′namely on B
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Table 1.

Division of

vegetation

A

Analysis of granitic sandy soil from a footpath in a丘eld

at
Takasu, Hiroshirna.

Sampling

portion

0-3 cm

Indh慧aonfesssoil
m.SsotiLre

pH P205 CaO

9士1.4* 21.60% 4､1 20p.p.孤. 1esstban 0.07%

0-3

3-5

5-10

15-20

0-3

3-5

5-10

15-20

18士1.4 26.76

21士0.9 14.27

20士4.0 ユ5.2

11士1.0 16.45

23士2.1

24.1 ±2.1

23土1.6

19士1.2

31.48

12.50

17.47

20.06

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

5

100

20

10

}▼

タ′

メタ

〉タ

50

25

15

1

0.07-0.12

less than

)I

ナナ

0-3

3-5

5-10

15-20

25±0.4

24士5.1

23±2.8

18±2.8

19.57 4.0

15.57 4.0

18 65 4.0

18.24 4.0

20

15

20

25

0.07-0.12

Jタ

less than

〉I

5a

0-3

3-5

5-10

15-20

0-3

3-5

5-10

15-20

19土1.2 26.33

19土0.6 22.04

19士2.0 20.80

14土0.9 24.84

12± 1.3 22.36

10j= 0.5 21.34

9 ± 2.4 23.37

10士0.7 26.14

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.2

4.2

4.0

4.0

8

30

100

20

50

30

0.07-0.12

less than

ナノ

IJ

over 0.12

less than

30 ”

35
”

*

showing mean and starldard deviation

and D (index 27士1.5, 28士2.0) Eleusine indica GAERTN., Planiago asialica L･,

Polygonum aviculare L. and Eragrosiis ferruginea 'BEAも･Ⅴ.are more abundant

than have been observed in,other place?. The division A (index 18j=1.1) is

dominated by D3'giiaria violascens LINE Which is fairly abundant also in B

and D, and Hydrocoiyle mariiima HoNDA is next in dominance here. At the

･divisioli
E (17士3.8) dominates Digiiaria ascendens HENRY,and- in the culti-

vated field of LPomaea Baiaias LAM. are more abundar)tly found Digz'lan'a

ascendens
HENRY, being followed by such weeds as Polygonum longiseium DE

IBRtJYN, Oxah.s corm'culala L., Seiaria viridz's BEAUV., Eubhorbia suPina RAF･,

Cyberus trio L., etc･

The results of the authors'soil analysis (Table 2) show only a tendency

that the hardness is inversely proportional ･to ･､soil血oisture, but
p耳,ゼ205

and CaO､ of chemical componefltS do not 'show remarkabley∴dl'任erences except

一まorcultivated丘eld.
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Fig. 2. Structure of the vegetation on the footpath in tbe丘eld composed of so･called

Eanto loam at Oome, Tokyo･ Diagram showing average.cover degree obtained from

the 10 quadrats in each division.

Table 2. Ar)alysis of so-called Kanto Loam fro甲a footpath in a

丘eld at Oome, Tokyo.

Division of

vegetation
A ち C D E

Field of

lpomoea Batatas

Index of soil

bardness

Soil moisture

%

pI‡

P205 P. P. m.

CaO 形

18± 1.1 27土1.5 34士0.5 28土3.4 17士3.8 6士2.6

50 35.1

5.0 5.0

10 10

less than

0.07-0.12 0.07

38.2 39.3 50 50.4

5.0 5.0 5.1 5.8

20 30 30 60

less tI一an less than

O.07 0.07 0.07-0.12

Deptb of soil sampled portion 0-5cm.

3. Footpath in the rice-丘eld at Tomizu, Odavara.

A footpath with the width of 2m between
rice-丘elds

which was divided int:o 7 zones showing sofne differences

over 0.12

was investigated

of the vegetation

(Fig. 3). The authors also investigated the ridge between the path and rice･

丘eld on which Glyc3.ne Max MERR. Was Cultivated･ Every division of C･ E,

and G (index 29士1.4, 32士2.3, 28士0.6) was barren land, and both division Qf
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Fig. 3･ Structure of the vegetation on the footpath in the rice丘eld composed of

meadow soil (river･bed type) at Tomizu, Odawara. Diagram showing average cover

degree obtained from the 10 quadrats in each division.

F (index 26士1.5) and D (23士2.0) were dominated by Eleusine indz.ca GAERTN.

followed by Dig3'iaria violascens I.INE, Planlago asialica L. and Eragrosiis

ferruginea BEAUV. in quantity. The division of H (index lO士2.5) was domi-

nated by Digiiaria ascendens HENRY, and next were Trlfolium rebens L･?nd

D. violascens LINK division of A (index 15士2.2) is a ridge of a rice･丘eld

which had been
rebuilt every year, where was planted Glydne Max MERR.

Here was a soil with large moisture-content (41.5%) and the vegetation

consisted of Siellaria AIsine GRIMM. ∀ar. undulaia OIIWI, Asier Yomena EITAM.,

Equiseium arvense L･ var･ boreale RロPR･, Digiiaria ascenden亨HENRY and

Duchesnea indica FocEE, etC.

The results of the soil analysis, as in the previous one, shows that soil

hardness and moisture are inversely proportional, and the differences among

the zones based on other factors were not clearly found. Judging from the

investigation of the relation between the soi王 bardness and depth of soil i一l

every division (Fig. 4, (3)), the authors found out the great differences of

hardness･ of. each zone- from the surface to 5cm in depth, and at the depth

of 10-15 crn, there was hardly found any difference.

At the above好nentioned
3 regions. the authors examined the relation
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between soil
hardness and num･

her of species of each di甘ilsion

(Table 4), and it was observed

that the number of species

tends to sudden decrease at

the division with more than

25 index of soil hardness.

4. Summari2:ed results.

At the 3 regions mentioned

above, the authors picked llp

350 quadrats at random in

every season and mea昏ured the

cover degree of vegetation and

soil hardness at each quadrat.

The authors attempted to de･

termine the main growing

range by the soil hardness
with

respect to species having a

cover degree of more than 4

wbicb the authors considered

to be dominant species.

According to Fig. 5, habitat

range and habitat segregation

of the weeds have a pretty

close relation with soil hard･

ness. In this case, emphasis

was placed on soil hardness

and other environmental factors

were not considered. The weeds

growing in various places as

treated above are distinguished

into 3 groups according to the

degree of soil hardness :山soft

”
,

山bard” and
``

very bard

'
'
.

In the first group are the

species growing in the habitat

showing 0-ll in index of soil

hardness (absolute hardness ;

0-1.7 cm/kg3), the majority of

so-called cultivated land weeds

such as Slellwia ,neglecia
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Table 4. Re一ation between soil ba一dness and nllmber of species.

Index of

soil hardness

Takasu

(Birosbima)

Oome (Tokyo)

Tomi2;u

(Odawara)

6 10 12 15 17 18 20 23 25 26 27 28

5テ

14 12

13 11

6,7

10 7

10 5 (10)*

*
this division was adjoined to bare land

WEIEE, Ceraslium caespiiosum GILIB･ ∀ar. ianihes HARA and Dlgiiaria ascen･

dens HENRY, etC. and in fact:, t:he ground of less than ll index of soil hard･

ness is cultivated-land usually. The丘eld showing 25-30 in index of soil

hardness (absolut:e hardness; 28-115cm/kg3) is in play-grounds or central

parts of footpath trodden by men and wheels, where grow a special weed

vegetation composed of such species as Eleusine indica Gaertn., Juncus ienuis

WILLD., Polygonum aviculare L., Planiago asiaiica L., Rumex Aceiosa L. and

Poa annua L., etc.

When such species as E. indica, I. ienuis, D.
violascens, E. ferruginea and

P.
aviculare, etc. occur on the ground of

high valued index of soil hardness,

they grow changing their growth form (shoot form),(26) namely they do not

show er'ect form (E) but still caespitose form (C) or prostrate form (P)

e七en at flowering stage. "Hard'' habitat (index ll-25 absolute hardness;

1.7-28cm/kg3) is verge of roadway or vacant land tlntrOdden, where many
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ed from the 350 quadrats` in various arti丘cial stands showir)g average cover degree.
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road･side weeds are usually found. They are En'geron sumalrensis, Ariemisz'a

asiaiica Nakai, Roegneria Kamoji, Asler Yomena, Erigeron annuus L. and E.

canaden占is, etc. Rarely, however the species which are common ifl ‥very

hard''come out on the ``soft'' ground, but the cover degree and frequency

are very small. Some species which are
,usually

more abundant in "hard''

are sometimes found in the range of
``very hard''or ``soft”. They are such

species as Trifolium repens, Hydy10COiyle marilima, EuPhorbia supina and

Cyberus comPressus. Of these species Trifolium repens has a wider amplitude

of
its habitat. This plant grows very close to the earth when it occurs on

the "very hard= ground, and then'interndd占and leaf stalk are shortened

with very much smaller leaf area.

IV. Discussion

At 丘rst, in 1941 IMANISEI(6) published so-called habitat segregations of

living organisms based upon his stndy on larva of may且ies from Japanese

torrents. Later EANI 1944, '52,(7‾8) and IMANISEI 1949, '51,(9‾10)investigated

the same phenomenon on insects'in brooks and torrents, etc. and the habitat

segregation became one of the most remarkable ecological theori?s in

,Japan･
Animal ecologists have discussed on this problem(11‾13). In the studies of plant

communities, NIJMATA 1950a, b,(14‾15)investigated the habitat segregation of

underground parts, Suzu匠I 1952,(16) of forest vegetation and KIRA 1952,(17)

referred to the exten申ye
llabitat segregation･ MoRI 1952,(ll) proposed 3 funda-

mental processes which differ from the view point of IMANISI‡Ⅰ's which is

based on life form.

As a method of ecological analysis of the structure of weed communities,

the authors divided the habitat segregation into homogeneous and beterogene･

ous types ip reference
to the life form and growingfield, the former is a

phenomenon that individuals of the same species grow at different stands

with different forms, and the latter is that different species grow at different

stands which ar･e close to one anot:her with different environmental factors.

In many cases of the latter life form is also different, bLlt another case must

be considered, of course.

BATES 1935, '37, '38, '48,(18‾21)DAVIES 1938,(22) and YosliIOEA 1952,(23) reported

of the vegetation on the verge of roadway, footpath, cart･track and play-

ground, which †showed-mote speciar･forms of growingunder arti丘cial factors･

According to BRAロN･BLANQUET 1932,(28) such vegetation is very unstable and

changed by the degree
of arti丘cial factors. In this case, however, the measure

of the degree of arti丘cial factors becomes a problem to solve. As above･

mentioned, the authors have inv'estigated the relationship between soil hard･

ness and vegetations with the same
method in each stand. It is evident that

the. habitat岳egregation of the vegetations on roadsides is scarcely dependent

upon chemical components (pH, P205, and CaO) of weeds bed soil, because
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no evidencer of the ･difference of these character were observed. But it is

clearly related to variations of
｡index

of soil hardness from the, earth's surface

to about
5cm in depth. As shown in Fig. 1, 2

and等,
even by. a little differ･

ence of
index

of soil hardness, average cover 'degree of each species is very

sensitive in its
･
reaction to the difference at every measured stand. The

habitat segregation wbicb is caused mainly by the soil
hardness is observed

more commonly on footpath, roadside, sidewalk, play･ground, LetC.甲here the

index of soil hardness is more than 20. On the edges of tlle road or vacant

land grow erect form plants like genus Erigeron by reason of being untrod･

den by men and wheels, erect form plants in mature stage such as Erigeron

do not occur on trodden and ``very bard'' ground. Farm･丘eld under culti･

vations is usually fertile alld under special environmental conditions such as

weeding or cultivation, so here grow special species of weeds. The authors

血d it of interest that the habitat segregation can be analyzed by-the very

simple method of measuring the index of soil hardness. It is cornmonly

accepted that weeds never select a place where they grow. However weeds

are rather sensitive to their environments, even in a slight variation of them.

So far as the measurement of index of soil hardness is concerned, it is flow

found that tb.e habitat for
each species of weed is unexpectedly restricted.

Amor】g weeds which have their main growing rallgeS in "hard'', some

plants can alter′ their life forms and can invade =ver･y hard''. These plarltS

are for instance, Tylfolium reben亨L･, Euphorbia supina FATIN･ and Eclibaia

broslrala L., etc. But the others can not invade ``very hard''. These facts

are in agreement with MoRl's 1952(ll) second fundamental process of habitat

segregation･ On the other hand, EZeusine indz'ca GAERTN., Poly90num aViculare

L･, Pod annua L. and Eragrosiis muli2'cauh.s STE甘D., etC. Which have their

main growing regions in 〃very hard” are infreqnently or never found in

"bard''and ㍑soft”･ Whether this fact may be solved by MoRl's Ist funda･

plental process of habitat segregation or not, must receive further study.

From the habitat segregation view point of weeds, we do not丘nd a strict

difference between the lst and 2nd fundamental process case, but it seems

to llS that it will be a result of the co-action of both processes.

Ristlmi

l･ To analyze the structure of weed communities, the concept of habitat

岳egregation is a most important problem to solve.

Tbe phenomenon of habitat segregation of weeds was divided into two

groups based on

ig homoge9eOuS

segregatioll. The

life form and a

their relationship
between the life form and habitat, one

habitat segregation and the other heterogeneous habitat

丘rst is that in which the same specie.s occurs in different

different habitat, and the second二is that in which different

species occurs in different habitat, and different life form in many cases.
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?. since the spring in 1951, the authors have investigated the habitat

segregation of the weeds in cultivated丘elds and roadways, and special atten･

tion was focused on the latter. As for the measllrement Of soil hardness, the

authors used the soil hardn6ss･tester designed by Yamanaka.

3. As the places for the investigations we selected three regions ofJ

granitic sandy soil (at Takasu, Hiroshima), so･called Kanto ユoam (at Oome,

Tokyo) and a meadow soil, river bed type (at Tomizu Odawara).

4･ In the three.regions mentioned above･ the authors investigated the

weed communities on丘elds and play･grounds, results are as follows ; habitat

segregation of the roadside weeds is not ir]丑uenced by chemicalcompor)ents

of their bed soils, but by soil hardness in8uenced by arti丘cial factors; the

treading of men and whetls.

5. Most of habitat segregation, according to the soil hardness, were of

the heterogeneous habitat segregation･

6 In the three regions mentioned above, the authors investigated the

average cover degree of each species and soil hardness in a large number

of quadrats, and from the results the main growing range of weeds due to

the soil hatdness is classi丘ed into following 3 parts, that is, "soft
”

"hard'',

arid ‥very hard''. "Soft''(index of soil hardness 0-ll, absoltlte hardness

o-1.7 cm/kg3)
to which belongs the main growing range of weeds on cultivated

land. In the habitat of ‥very hard” of soil hardness weeds are very much

trampled and pressed (index 25-30, absolute hardness 28-115cm/kg3, and

occasionally, to index 32, at stands of more than 30 in index, the growth of

weeds is very poor, and usually almost bare)･ For example, the tracks of

wheels and the passage of the pnpils on the play-grouTld belong to "very

hard
”

habitat, and here the following weeds grow ; Eleusine indica GAERTN･,

Juncus ienut.s WILLD., Polygonum aviculare L･, Eragrosiis ferruginea BEAtJV･,

pod annua L., Pldniago asiaiica L. In Middle-valued
``

hard” habitat (index

lト25, absolute bardrleSS 1.7-28cm/kg3), there grow most of roadside weeds･

And some of the weeds on this habitat alter their life forms if they invaded

tbe丘eld ofパvery
bard''.

7. Each species of weeds has a different growing range and occurs in a

restricted habitat segregation.

8. Moreover, soil moistnre has a tendency to have an inverse value to

soil ba一dness. The pH and chemical components of the soil such as P205

and CaO do not seem to be much of an ir】且uencing factor governing habitat

segregation.
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